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Abstract 
Auslander, M. and I. Reiten, k-Gorenstein algebras and syzygy modules, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 92 (1994) l-27. 
We investigate for an artin algebra n when categories of dth syzygy modules are closed under 
extensions. In this case they are functorially finite resolving, and have an associated cotilting module. 
We show that this holds for all d for algebras n which are k-Gorenstein for all k, that is, in a minimal 
injective resolution 0 + A + I, + !i + + Ij + we have pd, I, 5 j for all j. From this we get 
a correspondence between indecomposable projective and indecomposable injective modules over 
these algebras, which can be applied to prove that if /I is k-Gorenstein for all k and id,, n < CL , then 
idA,< zc. 
Introduction 
Motivated by the theory of commutative noetherian Gorenstein rings, Auslander 
introduced the notion of a two-sided noetherian ring being k-Gorenstein as follows 
(see [6]). Let 0~/1~I,~~~.~Ij~.~~ be a minimal injective resolution for 
n viewed as a left n-module, where n is a two-sided noetherian ring. Then /1 is said to 
be left k-Gorenstein if flatdim, Ii I i for all i = 0, . , k - 1. Since n being left 
k-Gorenstein is equivalent to /i being right k-Gorenstein (see [6]), we say n is 
k-Gorenstein if it is either left or right k-Gorenstein. If n is k-Gorenstein for all k, then 
it is known in the literature as an Auslander ring. Although these notions have proven 
to be of considerable interest in the context of two-sided noetherian rings, except for 
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the theory of dominant dimension, they have received very little attention in the 
context of artin algebras. One of the aims of this paper is to initiate a study of artin 
algebras which are k-Gorenstein for arbitrary k and all k. 
Throughout this paper /1 is an artin algebra and all n-modules are finitely 
generated left n-modules. Let 0 + /1+ I, + . . . + Ij + . . be a minimal injective 
resolution of il. Since each Ii is a finitely generated n-module, we have that 
flatdimZi = pd,, Ii. SO /1 is k-Gorenstein if pdn Ii I i for all i = 0, . . , k - 1, 
and il is k-Gorenstein for all k if pd li I i for all i 2 0. Recall that ii is said to be 
of dominant dimension greater than or equal to k if pd, Ii = 0 for i = 0, . . . , k - 1. 
Hence if dom.dim n 2 k, then /1 is k-Gorenstein. Selfinjective algebras il are 
obviously examples of artin algebras which are k-Gorenstein for all k. Starting 
from these well-known examples and using the easily established result that the 
two by two lower triangular matrix ring over an artin algebra /1 is k-Gorenstein if 
and only if /1 is k-Gorenstein (see [6]), it is possible to generate new artin algebras 
which are k-Gorenstein for all k. 
Part of the motivation for studying artin algebras which are k-Gorenstein for some 
k or all k, is its connection with the well-known Nakayama conjecture, which states 
that if/i is of dominant dimension k for all k, then n is self-injective. This is a special 
case of the following conjecture. If il is k-Gorenstein for all k, then /i is Gorenstein, 
i.e. the injective dimension of n is finite when viewed both as a left /i-module and 
left iloP-module. In Section 5 we show that if n is k-Gorenstein for all k and 
id” A < (x: , then id,,, n < a, and so n is Gorenstein. This gives some support for 
the conjecture. This result is based on the following property of artin algebras 
which are k-Gorenstein for all k. The syzygy functors fid and cosyzygy functors 
Qmd give a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective 
modules of injective dimension d and the isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
injective modules of projective dimension d for all d 2 0. In fact, our study of 
k-Gorenstein artin algebras is mainly concerned with the following subcategories 
of mod /1, the category of finitely generated il-modules. We denote by Rd(modil) 
the full subcategory of mod/i consisting of the modules of the form Bd(C)IIP for 
all C in mod /1 and all projective /l-modules P. Similarly we denote by Kd(mod /1) 
the full subcategory of mod/i consisting of all Kd(C)LII for all C in mod/i and 
all injective modules I. Amongst other things, we show that if/i is k-Gorenstein, then 
.Q’(mod/i) and Kd(modn) are closed under summands and extensions as well 
as being functorially finite in mod/i for all d I k. Since some of these properties 
hold for more general algebras than k-Gorenstein algebras, we study the problem of 
when these subcategories have these properties in general and then specialize to 
k-Gorenstein algebras as we now explain. 
Let /l be an arbitrary artin algebra and let d be a nonnegative integer. Although 
Bd(mod A) is closed under finite sums it is in general not closed under summands. We 
denote add Q’(mod A) by Xd and add Qmd(mod /1) by 3-d. We know from [a] that %?d 
is covariantly finite in mod A. In [3] it was shown that Xd is also contravariantly finite 
in mod /i when ,4 is an algebra over a field k. Smalo generalized this result to arbitrary 
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artin algebras and we present here a modified version of his proof. Next we discuss the 
question of when Xd is closed under extensions. We show that Xd is closed under 
extensions for all d < k if and only if a minimal injective resolution 
o+A+I,+.” + Ii -+ . . of A as a right module has the property pdn Ii I i + 1 
for all i 5 k. The importance of Xd being closed under extensions lies in the fact that 
when Xd is closed under extensions then Xd is a resolving subcategory of mod A (see 
[4]) with the additional property that X, = mod A, i.e. there is an exact sequence 
O--+X”-+~~~ + X0 + C + 0 with the Xi in Xd for all C in mod A. From this it follows 
that Xd has almost split sequences [S] and determines a unique, up to isomorphism, 
basic cotilting module [2]. It would be interesting to see what more can be said about 
these almost split sequences as well as the properties of the uniquely determined 
cotilting module. 
1. Contravariantly finite subcategories of complexes 
Let A be an artin algebra. By a A-module we always mean a module in mod A, the 
category of finitely generated A-modules. For all integers d > 0 we denote by (mod A), 
the category consisting of all complexes A’: 0 ~A,-,A,~,~...~A,~Ooflength 
d with the usual maps of sequences. It is well known that (mod A), is canonically 
equivalent to mod( r,(A)/a2) where 7’,(A) is the lower d x d matrix ring over A and a is 
the ideal in Td(A) consisting of all matrices with only zeros on the diagonal. Therefore 
all the usual notions for modules over artin algebras apply to the category (mod Ak,. 
In particular, it makes sense to ask if a full subcategory of (mod A)d is contravariantly 
finite in (mod/i),. The first part of this section is devoted to showing that if 9 is 
a contravariantly finite subcategory of mod A, then the subcategory Pd of (mod A)d 
consisting of all complexes 0 + A, -+ . . -+ Al + 0 with the Ai in 9” is contravariantly 
finite in (mod A)d. Restricting 9 to be the full subcategory of projective A-modules, we 
apply this result to show that Xd = add Qd(mod A) is contravariantly finite in mod A 
for all integers d 2 1. 
Let 9 c mod A be a contravariantly finite subcategory. For A’: 0 + Ads 
Ad-1 +...-+A2 2 Al --f 0 in (mod A), we want to construct a canonical map 
f’ :P’-+ A’ with P’ in Pd. It will turn out that this map is a minimal right Pd- 
approximation. 
We first definef, : P, + Al to be a minimal right Y-approximation. We then take 
the pullback of 
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to get the commutative exact diagram 
91 AZ-A,-K,-Q 
Let P, + U2 be a minimal right Y-approximation, and define h, : P, + PI to be the 
composition P2 + Uz + PI and fi : P2 -+ A2 to be the composition P2 + U2 + Al. 
Having defined Pi 2 Pi _ 1 + . . + P2 2 P,andf;:Pj+Ajforl<j<ifori>2, 
we consider the induced map Ker hip 1 + Ker gi_ 1. We take the pullback of 
to get the exact commutative diagram 
ui+l ~Kerhi_,~Ki~O 
1 1 
Ai+ I pKeryi_, ski-0 
Welet Pi+1 + Ui+l be a minimal right 9-approximation, and define hi : Pi + 1 -+ Pi to 
be the composition Pi+1 +Ui+r+Kerhi-r-Pi andfi+t:Pi+l+Ai+t to be the 
composition Pi+ 1 + Ui+ 1 + Ai+ 1. Hence we get the complex P’ together with a map 
f’: P’-+ A’. We have the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A’ be in (mod A)d, C? c mod A contravariantly jinite, and let 
f’: P’ + A’ be the map dejined above with P’ in pd. Then we have the following. 
(a) f’: P’-+ A’ is a minimal right Yd-approximation, which is an epimorphism if 
9 contains the projective A-modules. 
(b) Yd is contravariantly $nite in (mod A),. 
(c) If Yd contains the projective modules, then Hi(P’) N Hi(A’ 1 I i < d, and we 
have an epimorphism H,(P) -+ H,(A). 
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Proof. To show thatf’ is a right P’d-approximation, let t’ : Q’ + A’ be a map with Q’ in 
Pd. Since f, : PI + A, is a right P-approximation and Q1 is in 9, there is a map 
Ul :Q1 ---f P1 withfru, = tl. From the diagram 
we use the property of the pullback to get a map Q2 --) U2 such that the diagram 
commutes. Hence we get a map u2 : Q2 + P2 since P2 --f U2 is a right .9,-approxima- 
tion. Continuing this way we get a map u’ : Q’ + P’ withf’u’ = t’. This shows that f’ is 
a right P’,-approximation. 
We now show by induction that the map f’: P’-+ A’ is a minimal right Pd- 
approximation. For d = 1 ,fi : PI + A I is minimal by our choice. Assume by induction 
that 
Ai-,-. . -A, 
is a minimal right Pi_ r-approximation in (mod LI)~_ 1 where i > 1. If 
was not a minimal right Pi-approximation in (mod n)i, it would, since (*) is a minimal 
right Bi _ i-approximation, have a summand of the form Pi + 0 -+ . . . --t 0 mapping to 
zero. It is easy to see that this is impossible since Pi is a minimal right P-approxima- 
tion of a pullback. 
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Assume now that 9 contains the projective modules. Then the minimal right 
Y-approximation fi : P, -+ A, is an epimorphism. Hence we have, in the previous 
notation, that the map U2 + A, and consequently f2 : P2 --f A2 is an epimorphism. 
Then the map Ker hi + Kerg, is an epimorphism. Continuing this way we see that 
f’ : P’ + A’ is an epimorphism. Since the minimal right .!?-approximations Pi + Ui are 
epimorphisms, we have exact commutative diagrams 
pi+l >Kerk,_, -Kilo 
V V 
Ai+lp Kerg;- 1 =-K;-0 
for 0 I i < d. Hence we get H,(P) N H,(A’) for 1 I i < d, and the induced map 
H,(P’) ‘v Ker kd_ 1 + H,(A’) z Kerg,_ 1 is an epimorphism. 0 
From now on we assume that 9 is the full subcategory of projective /l-modules. We 
now use our construction of minimal right P’,-approximations to construct particular 
right X,-approximations of modules in mod ii. Before doing this it is convenient to 
make certain conventions and notations. 
For each module C choose a fixed minimal projective resolution Pi(C) +. + 
PI(C) 2 P,(C) 2 C--f 0 and a fixed minimal injective resolution O+ C 2 
lo(C) 2. I,(C)-+ . . 4 rj(c)““‘:. . and define @(C) = Im 6j and n-j(C) = 
Imsj. Also for each complex A’ in (mod A), choose a fixed minimal right .Yd- 
approximation Yd(A’) + A’. 
Let C be in mod il. Let I(C), be the complex 0 + I,(C) + . . -+ Id_ i(C) --f 0 which 
is the dth truncation of the chosen minimal injective resolution I(C) of C. Since the 
chosen minimal right Pd-approximationf’: Pd(l(C)J + I(C), induces isomorphisms 
Hi(~,(I(C)),) + Hi(I(C)d) for 0 < i I d and an epimorphism H0(9’,(1(C))J + 
H,(Z(C),) by Theorem 1.1(c), we obtain the following exact commutative diagram: 
O-Ker k,-P, lLp,_. ~pd_l-~~"c-() 
Hence Kerk, is in Zd since it is isomorphic to !Zd(SZPdC)IIQ with Q a projective 
module. The importance of this map t : Rd(nmdC)IIQ + C lies in the following result. 
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Theorem 1.2. The map t: Ker hl -+ C constructed above is a right Xt^d-approximation. 
Proof. Let s: X --f C be a map, with X in Xd. Then there is an exact sequence 
0 + X + Q. + Qi + . . + Qd- i, where the Qi are projective. Since the Ij are 
injective, there is a map u: Q’+ I’, where Q’ is 0 -+ Q. -+ . . -+ Qd- i + 0, which 
factors through f’: P’+ I’ because this is a (minimal) right P?,-approximation. 
It follows that s: X -+ C factors through t : Ker hl + C by considering the induced 
map on kernels. Cl 
This uniquely determined X2^d-approximation t :Ker h, + C of C will be called the 
augmented minimal right Xt^,-approximation of C. In general this is not a minimal 
right Xd-approximation of C. Exactly when it is minimal will be discussed in Section 4. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 was inspired by Smalo’s work on contravariantly finite 
subcategories of mod A when A is a triangular matrix ring [9]. Our proof of Theorem 
1.2 is a modified version of Smalo’s proof for artin algebras of Xd being contravari- 
antly finite, a proof quite different from our earlier proof for finite-dimensional 
algebras in [3] (oral communication). 
We end this section with the following remark on derived categories. Consider the 
derived category Db(A) whose objects are bounded complexes. Such an object is 
isomorphic, in the category D-*b(A) of complexes bounded to the right, of bounded 
homology, to a complex of projective modules. The construction of this associated 
complex of projective modules can be done in the same way as our construction 
above. We start with a complex 0 + Ad--f . --f Ai ---f 0. Rather than stopping with 
Pd’. + PI -+ 0, we continue the construction infinitely to the left. This way we get 
the same homology at each stage, and hence we have an isomorphism in the derived 
category. Conversely, letf’: P’ + I’ be a map where P’ is a projective complex, which 
is an isomorphism in the derived category, and where I’ is the complex 
0+1,-t.. . -+ I,_ i + 0 coming from a minimal injective resolution of an object C. 
Then an X,-approximation is got by cutting off the complex P’ and taking the kernel 
at the appropriate stage. 
2. When are syzygy modules closed under extensions? 
This section is devoted to proving the following necessary and sufficient condition 
for each of the subcategories Xi = add Qi(mod A) to be closed under extensions for all 
i I d for some fixed integer d. 
Theorem 2.1. Let d 2 1 be a jixed integer. Then each Xi is closed under extensions 
for i I d if and only if idA Pi(DA) I i + 1 for i < d, where DA is viewed as a left 
A-module. 
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We start out with some preliminary results. The first one provides a criterion for 
deciding when Xi is closed under extensions. 
Proposition 2.2. Zi is closed under extensions $ and only if in a minimal right Xi- 
approximation sequence 0 + Yc --f Xc -+ C + 0 we have id, Yc I i. 
Proof. We define gi = { YI Exti(Xi, Y) = O}. We then see that gi = { YJ id, Y I i}. 
Since Xi is contravariantly finite and contains the projective modules, we know from 
[4] that Xi is closed under extensions if and only if Yc is in G7i. 0 
Lemma 2.3. If id, C < i we have the,following. 
(a) P,(C) --f C is a minimal right Xi-approximation. 
(b) Zf Xi is closed under extensions, then id, Q1 C 2 i and id, P,(C) I i. 
Proof. (a) Since Q’(Q-‘C) = (0) because id, C < i, it follows that the augmented 
minimal right Xi-approximation of C is projective, and consequently so is the minimal 
one. This must then be the projective cover of C. 
(b) Consider the minimal right Xi-approximation sequence 0 -+ Q’ C + 
PO(C) + C + 0. Since Xi is assumed to be closed under extensions, it follows from 
Proposition 2.2 that id, Q’ C 5 i. Since id, C 2 i, we conclude that id, PO(C) 5 i. 0 
The next lemma finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1 in one direction. 
Lemma 2.4. If Xi is closed under extensions for i I d, then idAPi I i + I for all 
i < d. 
Proof. If d = 0 there is nothing to prove. Assume then d 2 1, and consider the exact 
sequence 0 + Q1 (DA) + P,(DA) + DA -+ 0. We then have id, @(DA) I 1 and 
id,P,(Dn) 5 1 by Lemma 2.3. Assume that we have proved id,@(Dn) I j 
and id, Pj_ I(DA) 5 j for j < d - 1. Considering the exact sequence 
0 + 52j+ ‘(DA) + Pj(DA) + Qj(D,4) -+ 0, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that since Xj+ 1 is 
closed under extensions, id, 52 j+ ’ (DA) I j + 1 and id, Pj(D/l) I j + 1. Hence it fol- 
lows that id, Pi(DA) _< i + 1 for all i < d. 17 
We continue with some lemmas leading to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the other 
direction. 
Lemma 2.5. Let O+ A -+ B+ C-, 0 be an exact sequence. Then Pi(A)(Pi(B)LI 
Pi+l(C) and Pi(C)(Pi(B)IIPi-I(A), where P-,(A) = 0. 
k-Gorenstein algebras and syzygy modules 
Proof. Consider the exact commutative diagram 
0 0 
I I 
O- a18 -52’CI.I Q -A-O 
! *I 
O----A-B c-o 
I I 
0 0 
where Q is a projective A-module. We have P,(C)1 P,(B), and the exact sequence 
O+ G?‘B+ SZ’CIIQ+ A+ 0 shows that Pi(C)IPi(B)LIPi~,(A) for i 2 1. 
Repeating the process we get an exact sequence 0 + n2C + Q1 ALIQ' + 52l B + 0 
with Q’ projective. This shows that Pi(A)1 Pi(B)LI Pi+ 1 (C) for i 2 1. Further QI P,(B) 
and P,(A)1 P,(C)LIQ, and hence PO(A)1 Po(B)LIP,(C). Cl 
We give the next results in a slightly greater generality than is necessary to prove 
Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.6. (a) Let {no, nl, . . , nd_ 1} be nonnegative integers such that in a minimal 
projective resolution . .~Pd_l-‘...~P1-,PO~DA~Owehaveid,PiInifor 
O<ild- 1. 
IfidnA=tand...~Pj(A)-,...-tP, (A) + P,(A) -+ A -+ 0 is a minimal projec- 
tive resolutionfor A, then id, P,(A) I max(ni, . . . , ni+t)fir i < d - t. 
(b) 1f we have the sequence { 1,2, . . . , d}, then id, Pi(A) I i + t + 1 for 
i<d-t. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on idA A = t. If t = 0, we are done by assumption. 
So assume that t > 0 and consider the exact sequence 0 + A + I,(A) + C + 0, where 
id, C = t - 1. Then Pi(A)1 Pi(r,(A))rr Pi+ I(C) by Lemma 2.5. By induction we have 
id” Pi+l(C) I max(ni+ 1, . . . , ni+,) for i+ l<d-t+l. Hence we get that 
id,, P,(A) I max(nj, nj+, , . . . , nj+,) for i < d - t. This finishes the proof of (a), and (b) 
is a direct consequence of (a). 0 
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Lemma 2.7. Let C be a A-module and I’ the dth truncation complex of a minimal 
injective resolution qf C for some d > 0. Let O+ K’+ PO” I’ he exact where 
f’: P’+ I’ is a minimal right Yd-approximation. Let 0 + K -+ X + C -+ 0 be the exact 
sequence induced by taking kernels. Then we have the jtillowiny. 
(a) If id, Pi(DA) I i + 1 for 0 I i < d, then id, Pi I d - i and id, K I d. 
(b) Zfid~P~(D/l)~iforOIi<d,thenid~Pi~d-i-1jbrO_<i<d-1. 
Proof. Assume that id, Pi(DA) I i + 1 for 0 I i < d. We have the following exact 
commutative diagram 
P Y Y 
o-i-~o-~l-. 
O-X-P-P- 
1.f f i O-~-~-~-. 
0 0 0 
0 0 
I I 
f 
.- K,_2-Kd_1-0 
; 1 
.-Pdiz-P1l-QjY-o 
~---+z*_~--+l*~ I- n -*c-o 
I I 
0 6 
The first long exact sequence in the diagram induces short exact sequences 
O+K;-+Ki-tK;,, --f 0 for 0 _< i I d - 1, where KA = 0 and Kb = K. Since P,_ 1 is 
by construction a projective cover of I& r(C), we have id, Pd_ 1 I 1 and hence 
id,Kd_r Il. Since K&_, E K,_,, we have id,, Kb_, I 1. For each i with 
O< i 5 d - 1 we have an exact sequence O+ Kl+ Ui_,-+Ii_,(C)+O, where 
Ui_ 1 is defined as in Section 1 and P,_ 1 is a projective cover of Ui_ 1. Hence we have 
Pip t If’o(KI)~Po(li- I(C)). 
Since id,, Ki I d - i if and only if idA Pi I d - i, it is sufficient to prove 
id, Ki I d - i and id,, Ki I d - i for 0 I i 5 d - 1 in order to prove (a). We shall do 
this by induction. We have already proved the claim for i = d - 1. So we assume the 
claim has been proved for an i with 0 < i I d - 1, and we want to prove it for i - 1. 
Since id, K; I d - i by the induction assumption, we have id,, PO(Ki) I d - i + 1 
by Lemma 2.6. Further id, PO(Ii_ 1(C)) I 1 by our assumption, and hence 
idA Kim 1 I d - (i - 1) is a consequence of Pi~,IP,(KI)LIP,(Ii-,(C)). Then 
idn Ki_ 1 I d - (i - 1) follows from the exact sequence 0 -+ Ki_ 1 -+ Kit 1 -+ Ki + 0, 
and we are done. 
Assume now that idn Pi(DA) I i for 0 I i < d and d > 1. We want to prove that 
idnKi<d-i-1 and id”Ki<d-i for O<i<d-2 by induction. We have 
idn P,(KA_,) 2 1 by Lemma 2.6, since idA Kk- 1 I 1 and id, P,(DA) = 0 and 
k-Gownstein ulyehras and syzygy modules I1 
idnP,(Dn) I 1. Since id,,PO(ld_2(C)) = 0, it follows from Pd_ZIPO(K&_I)LI 
PO(ld-2(C)) that id*P,_, I 1, and consequently idA Kdm2 I 1 = d - (d - 2) - 1. 
Then id, KA_ 2 I 2 follows from the exact sequence 0 -+ K&_ 2 + Kd _ 2 + Kb _ 1 + 0. 
Assume now that the claim has been proved for an i with 0 < i I d - 2. Since 
idA Ki 5 d - i by the induction assumption, we have id., P,(Kj) 5 d - 1 by Lemma 
2.6 and the assumption on il. Since id,, Po(li~ 1(C)) = 0, we get id, Pin 1 I d - i by 
using Pi~,lPo(Kl)rrP,(I,-1(C)). Hence we have id,Ki_, I d - i = d - (i - 1) - 1, 
and then idA Kim 1 I d - i + 1 follows from the exact sequence 0 + Ki_ I -+ Ki_, + 
Ki + 0. This finishes the induction step, and we have proved that id” Pi < d - i - 1 
for 0 2 i I d - 2. 0 
Theorem 2.1 now follows from the preliminary results. One implication is given by 
Lemma 2.4. For the other implication, let . . . Pi + . + PI + PO + DA + 0 be 
a minimal projective resolution of DA and assume idA Pi I i + 1 for i < d. For C in 
mod /1 we have the exact sequence 0 +K+X: C-+Owithid,K<dfromLemma 
2.7, where h : X + C is a right Xd-approximation. It then follows from Proposition 2.2 
that ?Xt^, is closed under extensions. 0 
Using [2] we have the following consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.8. The following are equivalentfbr an artin algebra A, where d 2 0 is an 
integer. 
(a) id, Pi(DA) I i + 1 for i < d. 
(b) I is closed under extensions for i I d. 
(c) I= {CIidnC< i) IS covariantly jnite and 3: = (2 1 Exti(Z, %Yi) = 0} for 
i<d. 0 
We point out that Hoshino has given an example where pd Zo(“n) I 1 but 
pdlo(/ln) 2 2. Hence the torsionless left modules may be closed under extensions 
without the torsionless right modules being closed under extensions. 
3. k-Gorenstein algebras 
Recall that an artin algebra n is said to be k-Gorenstein if in a minimal injective 
resolution 
of n we have pd, li I i for all i < k. These are the types of algebras which are the main 
concern of the rest of this paper. This section is devoted to giving some properties 
of the subcategories @(mod A) for i I k when n is k-Gorenstein, which hold 
in somewhat broader contexts. For example, as a special case of Theorem 2.1, 
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we have that the subcategories Xi are extension closed for all i 5 k when il is 
k-Gorenstein. 
We note that self-injective algebras are k-Gorenstein for all k. But algebras of finite 
global dimension, even hereditary algebras, are usually not l-Gorenstein. For 
example the path algebra of the quiver l + l -+ l over a field has no nonzero projective 
injective modules and is hence not 1-Gorenstein. 
A basic property of k-Gorenstein algebras is that if LI is k-Gorenstein, then so is nap 
(see [6] for a proof of this result due to Auslander). Using this we get the following 
consequence of the results from Section 2. 
Corollary 3.1. For a k-Gorenstein algebra A we have the following. 
(a) Xi = L?‘(mod A) is closed under extensions for i I k. 
(b) gi={Clid,C_’ < z) is coaariantlyJinite in mod A for i I k. 
(c) pi = { C( pd,, C < i} is contrauariantly finite in mod ,4 for i I k. 0 
We recall the following characterization of k-Gorenstein, which was useful in 
proving left-right symmetry (see [6]). 
Proposition 3.2. An artin algebra A is k-Gorenstein {f and only iffor each submodule 
X of Ext;(C,n), with C in mod A and i I k, we have gradeX 2 i, 
i.e. Ext$(X, A) = 0 for all j with 0 I j < i. 0 
At first sight it looks complicated to test whether an algebra is k-Gorenstein by 
using this criterion. We shall however simplify this test. For this it is useful to define, 
for a n-module C, the strong grade s.grade C 2 i if grade C’ 2 i for all submodules C’ 
of C. We have the following preliminary result, where gi denotes the category of 
n-modules having s.grade at least i. This category has some properties not in general 
satisfied by the category of modules of grade at least i. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an artin algebra. 
(a) gi is closed under submodules,,factor modules and extensions. 
(b) The modules in gi are those whose simple composition factors have grade at 
least i. 
Proof. (a) pi is clearly closed under submodules. Consider then the exact sequence 
0 --f A 3 B 5 C + 0. Assume that B is in Yi, and let C’ be a submodule of C. Then 
writing B’ =fp ‘(C’), the exact sequence 0 + A --f B’ + C’ + 0 gives rise to the exact 
sequence . . . + Extj- ‘(A, A) + Extj(C’, A) + Extj(B’, A) + . . . . It follows that 
grade C’ 2 i, so that C is in %i. 
Assume now that A and C are in gi, and let B’ be a submodule of B. We have the 
exact sequence 0 + A n B’ -+ B’ + Imf + 0, where A n B’ and Imf have grade at 
least i, and consequently grade B’ 2 i, so that s.grade B 2 i. 
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(b) Since clearly s.grade S = grade S when S is a simple A-module, the claim is 
a direct consequence of (a). 0 
We deduce the following consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.2. 
Proposition 3.4. The following are equivalent for an artin algebra A. 
(a) A is k-Gorenstein. 
(b) If i 5 k and S is a simple A-module, then all simple composition factors qf 
Ext>(S, A) haoe grade at least i. 0 
Related to the grade conditions characterizing k-Gorenstein algebras, we have the 
following weaker conditions which are important in the study of syzygies and 
contravariantly and covariantly finite subcategories for classes of algebras somewhat 
larger than k-Gorenstein algebras. The conditions are the following, where (ak) is 
equivalent to k-Gorenstein. 
(a,J s.grade Ext>(C, A) 2 i for C in mod A and i I k. 
(bk) grade Exti(C, A) 2 i for C in mod A and i I k. 
(c,) s.grade Exty i(C, A) 2 i for C in mod A and i i k. 
(dk) grade Exty ‘(C, A) 2 i for C in mod A and i I k. 
We clearly have the implications (ak) 3 (b,J + (d,J and (ak) 3 (ck) 3 (dk), but the 
implications cannot be reversed. For example we have seen that a hereditary algebra 
is not necessarily 1-Gorenstein, but it is not hard to see that any algebra of global 
dimension at most 2 satisfies the condition (d,). 
We recall a useful description of the category @(mod A) for i I k when A is 
k-Gorenstein, or more generally, when A satisfies (dk_ r). 
For any artin algebra A a A-module C is said to be d-torsionfree if 
ExtL(Tr C, A) = 0 for i = 1, , d. Note that because of the exact sequence 
0 + Exti(Tr C, A) + C -+ C** + Ext?(Tr C, A) + 0, C is 1-torsionfree if and only if 
C is torsionless, or equivalently C is in !Zr. Further C is 2-torsionfree if and only if C is 
reflexive. In general it is easy to see that C is k-torsionfree if and only if there is an 
exact sequence 0 + C + P, -+ P, +. . . + Pk- 1 with the Pi projective, such that 
Pk*_l’. . . -+ P: + Pa --t C* + 0 is exact [l]. 
We can now state the following [l]. 
Proposition 3.5. Let A be an artin algebra satisfying the condition (dk). 
(a) Qd(mod A) is the category of d-torsionfree modules for d I k. 
(b) Qd(mod A) is closed under direct summands for d I k. 0 
We note that (b) is a direct consequence of (a) since the d-torsionfree modules are 
obviously always closed under direct summands. However, Qd(mod A) is not in 
general closed under direct summands. For example if A = k[x, y]/(x, y)’ and 
S denotes the simple A-module, it is easy to see that SLIS is in Q2(mod A), but S is not. 
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But the category I? (mod A), consisting of the torsionless modules, is always closed 
under direct summands. 
We also state the following results on covariantly and contravariantly sub- 
categories [ 11. 
Proposition 3.6. (a) If n sati.$es (bk), then {C 1 pd, C I k} is couariantly jinite in 
mod A. 
(b) If/l satisjies (bk), then {C 1 Ext>(C, A) = 0, 1 I i I k} is contrauariantlyJinite in 
mod A. Cl 
We end this section by giving some sufficient conditions for Xi to be closed under 
extensions different from those in the previous section. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be an artin algebra satisfying (c~). Then Xi is closed under 
extensions for all i I k. 
Proof. We note that when n satisfies (c,), it satisfies (dJ, so that Xi consists of the 
i-torsionfree modules for i I k. Assume first that i = 1 I k and let 0 + A + B -+ C + 0 
be an exact sequence with A and C in X1, that is with A and C torsionless. We then 
have the exact sequence O+ C* + B* + A* -+ Ext!,(C, LI), giving rise to short exact 
sequences 0 + C* + B* + W-t 0 and 0 -+ W-t A* + Y+ 0. We have C ‘Y Q’ELIQ 
for some E in mod LI and some projective n-module Q, so that 
ExtA(C, A) 2: Exti(E, /1). Since Y is a submodule of Exti(C, A), we then have by 
assumption grade Y 2 1, that is, Y* = 0. Hence we have a monomorphism 
O+ A**+ W*, and an exact sequence 0 + W* + B** -+ C**. Consider then the 
commutative diagram 
O-A-B-C-O 
‘I V V 
0-A **-B**-C*t. 
Since A + A** and C -+ C** are monomorphisms by assumption, it follows from the 
above that B + B** is also a monomorphism, that is, B is in XI. 
Since (ck) implies (dk) we have by Proposition 3.5 that C is in Xi for i I k if and only 
if Ext$(Tr C, /1) = 0 for j = 1, , i. When 2 I i I k, this is equivalent to C being 
reflexive and Extj,(C*, A) = 0 forj = 1, . . . , i - 2. Here we use that C* N L?*(Tr C). 
Assume now i = 2 5 k, and let 0 + A + B + C + 0 be an exact sequence with 
A and C in @(mod A), that is A and C reflexive. Consider the exact sequence 
0 + C* + B* + A* + Exti(C, LI). This induces exact sequences 0 + C* + B* + 
Z-+O,O+Z-+A* + Y-+ 0 and 0 -+ Y+ ExtA(C, /i). Since C is in Q2(mod A), we 
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have ExtA(C, A) ‘v Exti(E, A) for some E, so that grade Y 2 2 by assumption. This 
means that Y* = 0 and Exti( Y, A) = 0, so we get an isomorphism A** G Z*. 
Consider then the commutative diagram 
0 *A =B f *C-O 
I I ? f ** 1 O-A** y= Z*-B”*-C** 
Since f is onto, f ** must be onto, so that B+ B** is an isomorphism. 
Let now 3 I i I k, and let 0 --f A + B + C + 0 be an exact sequence with A and 
C in pi. With Z and Y as above, we have the exact sequence Ext$(A*, A)+ 
Ext’,(Z, A) + Ext’,+ ‘(Y, A). Here Ext$(A*,A)= 0 for j= 1,. . . ,i- 2, and 
grade Y 2 i since Y c Exti(C, A) N Extyi (E, A) for some E in mod A. Hence 
Exty ‘( Y, A) = 0 for 0 <j I i - 2, so that Ext$(Z, A) = 0 forj = 1, . . . , i - 2. Since 
Ext$(C, A) = 0 for j = 1, . , i - 2, it follows from the exact sequence Ext$(Z, A) --f 
Ext$(B*, A) + Extj,(C*, A) that Exti(B*, A) = 0 for j = 1, . , i - 2. Since we have 
already seen that B is reflexive, we have that B is in pi. 0 
Combining with our results from Section 2 we get the following. 
Corollary 3.8. If A satisjes (ck) then we have pd ri(A,) I i + 1 for all i < k. 0 
It would be interesting to know if the converse holds. In that case we would get 
a description of (ck) in terms of the projective dimension of the injective modules in 
a minimal injective resolution of A,. 
We note that (dk) could not replace (cJ in Corollary 3.8. For assume A = PIII 
P,LIP, is a direct sum of three indecomposable projective modules, such that 
_rP1 = S2LIS3, rPz = S3 and P3 = S3. Here Si denotes the simple module Pi/cPi. 
Then gl.dim A = 2, and it is easy to see that A satisfies (d,). However P, is projective 
cover of the injective envelope Z2 of Sz, and id, PI = 2. 
It would be interesting to know if Xi being closed under extensions implies that it is 
closed under summands. 
4. When are the augmented minimal approximations minimal? 
In this section we show that the augmented minimal right %i-approximation is 
minimal for all i I k if and only if A is k-Gorenstein. In general not even the 
nonprojective part of the augmented minimal right Xi-approximation is minimal. 
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We first show that if the augmented minimal right SE”-approximations are minimal 
for all i < k, then LI is k-Gorenstein. 
Proposition 4.1. Let k be a positive integer, and assume thatjior all i 5 k, the augmented 
minimal right !Ei-approximation is an isomorphism for all projective A-modules. Then 
A is a k-Gorenstein algebra. 
Proof. For k = 1 we have the commutative diagram 
o-x -PC)-R-‘(P)-0 
I If II 
O-P- I,(P) -W’(P)-0 
I 
where PO is projective, and by assumption the augmented minimal right SY,-approx- 
imation f: X + P is an isomorphism. Then g : P,, + I,-,(P) is an isomorphism, so that 
Z,(P) is projective, and consequently ,4 is I-Gorenstein. 
Assume now that k > 1 and that the augmented minimal right %i-approximation is 
an isomorphism for i 5 k for all projective /i-modules. By induction we can assume 
that n is (k - 1)-Gorenstein. Consider then for a projective n-module P the com- 
mutative diagram 
0 0 
I I 
.-KI,-z-KI,_,-O 
J I 
.-P _ -PI,_,-52 k 2 
I 
.--d-;(p) -f&j-n 
I I 
0 0 
-k( P)-0 
II 
-y P)-0 
where P’ + Z(P), is a minimal right P’,-approximation. We have pd, Kj I j - 1 for 
1 I j I k - 2 and pdnKO = 0 since ,4 is (k - 1)-Gorenstein. It follows from the first 
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long exact sequence that pd,, Kk _ 1 5 k - 2, and hence pd, I, _ 1 (P) I k - 1. Hence 
we get that A is k-Gorenstein. 0 
We now turn to the question of proving the converse. The main difficulty associated 
with this is having a criterion for deciding whether a given approximation is actually 
minimal. To clarify what is going on we formulate the first preliminary result in 
a more general context. 
For an artin algebra A, assume that we have contravariantly finite resolving 
subcategories XI I Xz LJ . . ’ 3 Xd and let Yr c Yz c ’ . c Y* be the associated 
covariantly finite subcategories defined by Yi = {C 1 EXtfi(Xi, C) = 0). We want to 
show that in some cases we can use a minimal left Yyd_ r-approximation to get 
a criterion for whether a given right X,-approximation is minimal. 
Proposition 4.2. For an artin algebra A, let {Xi}1 S i s d and (Yi}l SC< d be families of 
subcategories as introduced above satisfying the following properties. 
(i) Zf Y is in Yi-1, then Q’Y is in Yi. 
(ii) Yi is closed under projective covers. 
(iii) Iff: Y 4 Y’ is a monomorphism with Y in Yi and Y’ in Yi_, , then Coker f is in 
Yyi-1. 
If for C in mod A, the exact sequences O+ Yip Xi(C)+ C+ 0 and 
0 + C + Y’-‘(C) -+ X’-‘(C) + 0 are minimal right Xi-approximation and minimal left 
Yi_ ,-approximation sequences, then Yi(C) N Q’( Y’- l(C)). 
Proof. From the minimal right Xi-approximation sequence 0 + Yi(C) + Xi(C) -+ 
C -+ 0 we obtain by taking pushout the following commutative diagram 
0 
I 
yi(c 
I 
) Yi(C 
O-Xi(C) 
1 h 
) Y'-'(Xi(C))- Xi-'(Xi(C))hO 
_I 9 
o-c s u 
r II 
Xi-‘(Xi(C))-0 
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We claim that Y’- ‘(Xi(C)) is a projective module. Let X be in Xi and Yin gi_ 1. By 
assumption Q1 Y is in 9/i, SO that ExtA(X, Q’(Y)) = 0, and consequently 
(X, PO(Y)) + (X, Y) + 0 is exact. This shows that any map X -+ Y factors through 
Po( Y), which by assumption is in gi _ 1. It then follows that Y’- i (X) is projective, and 
hence in particular Y’- ‘(Xi(C)) = P is a projective module. Sincef: Xi(C) + C is right 
minimal, it follows easily that g : Y’- ’ (Xi(C)) + U is right minimal. Since g is onto, it 
is then a projective cover. By assumption (iii), U is in pi_ 1, so that s : C -+ U is a left 
gi_ 1-approximation because Coker s is in Xi_, . We want to show that s : C -+ U is 
left minimal. 
Assume to the contrary that U = U1LIU2 and Xi-‘(Xi(C)) = VII_IVz, with 
U2 # 0, and the induced map s : C + U1 left minimal and the induced map U2 + V2 
an isomorphism. Then the exact sequence 0 --+ Yi(C) + Y’-’ (Xi(C)) + U -+ 0 can be 
written as a direct sum of the sequences 0 + Yi + PO(UI)+ U1 + 0 and 
0 --f Yz + P,(U,) + U2 + 0. Since the induced map P,(U,) + I’, is then also a pro- 
jective cover, we have that the sequence 0 + Xi(C) -+ P + I/, II V, + 0 is a direct sum 
of the sequences 0 + Y2 + P2 -+ V, + 0 and 0 -+ Z + PI + VI + 0. Then the isomor- 
phism Yz L Yz is a summand of the map Yi(C) + Xi(C), SO that Yz = (0) by the 
minimality off: Xi(C) -+ C. Then P,,(U,) + V, is an isomorphism, contradicting the 
minimality of h : Xi(C) + P. 
We can now conclude that U z Yip’(C), SO that Yi(C) N Q’(Y’-l(C)). 0 
The following result on k-Gorenstein algebras shows that Proposition 4.2 applies to 
our situation. The claims are obvious or have already been proved. 
Proposition 4.3. Let A be a k-Gorenstein algebra. Then we have the following for i 5 k. 
(a) Xi = add @(mod /1) = @(mod /1) are contravariantly finite subcategories of 
mod/i, and ?Ji = (Cl id,C I i} are the associated covariantlyjinite subcategories. 
(b) [f f: Y + Y’ is a monomorphism, with id” Y < i and id” Y’ < i - 1, then 
id,(Cokerf) < i - 1. 
(c) 1f‘ idA C I i, then idA P,(C) I i. 
(d) If id,, C I i - 1, then id, Sz’ C 5 i. 0 
We now have the following. 
Theorem 4.4. If A is k-Gorenstein, then for any C in mod A the augmented minimal right 
X,-approximation X, + C is minimal ,for all d I k. 
Proof. Let d I k, and consider for C in mod A the exact sequence 0 + C + 
I,(C)-+ sZ~‘C+ 0. Assume by induction that the augmented minimal right Xd_i- 
approximation of sZ_ ‘C is minimal. We recall that the augmented minimal right 
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Xt^,-approximation of C is then constructed via the following two commutative 
diagrams: 
o- 
o- 
and 
o- 
0 
I 
(Q 
h c- 
-1, 
0 
,A. 
I 
d( 
I 
0 
*X,-1( 
1) *52- 
-‘c-)-O 
q-0 
. 
+---CAE- 
whereid,EId-l,sothath:C + E is a left Yyd_ ,-approximation. 
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To show that f:X+ C is right minimal, consider the exact sequence 
0 + C + Yd-‘(C) -+ Xd-r(C) + 0, and the commutative diagram 
0 0 
I I 
K K 
I I 
o-c-PLI Yd_'(C) -PLIxd-l(c)-o 
II 1 _1_ 
o---c-z()(c) W’(C)-0 
where P projective is chosen minimal to make t surjective. Since A is k-Gorenstein, 
P is then injective, and hence id, K I d - 1. This shows that s: PLIXdp ‘(C) -+ 
Q2 l(C) is a right xd_ ,-approximation. 
The exact sequence O-+ C+ PLI Y”-‘(C)+ PLIXdm’(C)+ 0 is obtained as the 
pullback of 
PLIXd_‘(C) 
IO(C) -ii-‘(C)-O 
1 
0 
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0 0 
I I 
()-51'(Yd-lc)- L?‘( Yd-‘(C)) 
0 
_1 
r? 
) I 
PLlP,( Yd_‘(C)) -PLlxd-l(C)-o 
_I 9 
0 C 
) I 
PLl Yd_‘(C) 
) II 
PLIXd-l(C)-O 
Since x” is in X, and a’( Yd-‘C) is in gd, g:z-+ C iS a right Xd-approximation, 
which is minimal since we know from Proposition 4.2 that Y&,(C) N Q’( Yd-’ C). 
Since one right Xd_ l-approximation of G- ‘C gives rise to a minimal right Xd- 
approximation g : T? + C by the above procedure, it is easy to see that the minimal 
right Xd- I-approximation Xd- ,(K ‘C) + Q- ‘C gives rise to a minimal right Xd- 
approximation f: X + C. 0 
5. Properties of k-Gorenstein algebras 
Recall that an artin algebra is said to be Gorenstein if both the left and right 
injective dimensions of /1 are finite, in which case they are equal. Probably the most 
important question concerning algebras which are k-Gorenstein for all k 2 1 is 
whether such algebras are Gorenstein or not. Amongst other things, an affirmative 
answer to this question would also give an affirmative answer to the Nakayama 
conjecture that an artin algebra of infinite dominant dimension is selfinjective. As 
a step in this direction we prove that if/i is k-Gorenstein for all k and idn n < co , then 
LI is Gorenstein. This result follows from a one-to-one correspondence we establish 
between indecomposable projective modules of injective dimension d and indecom- 
posable injective modules of projective dimension d for all d s k when LI is 
k-Gorenstein. We start with a description of the SZd(modn) for all d 5 k when LI 
is k-Gorenstein in terms of the homological properties of injective resolutions of 
modules. 
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Proposition 5.1. Let A be a k-Gorenstein artin algebra, and let ni I i for 0 2 i < k be 
nonnegative integers satisfying no I n, 5 . . . I nkpl and pd,Zi(A) I ni. Then for any 
dIkwehaveX,={CIpd,Zi(C)Ii,OIi<d}={CIpd,li(C)Ini,OIi<d}. 
Proof. We first prove Xd 5 {C 1 pd,Zi(C) I n:, 0 I i < d} for all d I k by induction. It 
is obvious for d = 1. Assume that d > 1 and that the claim has been proved for d - 1. 
Consider for C in mod A the exact sequence 0 + _Q*C -+ P,(Q*-‘C)+ @‘C+ 0. 
Then Z~(SZdC)~Z~(P~(52*~‘C))IIZ~-~(S2*-’C) by Lemma 2.5, where Z_l(Qd-lC) = 0. 
Then pd,Z;(Po(Q*-‘C)) I ni for i < k and pd,Zi-I(@-‘C) 2 ni-1 for 0 5 i - 1 
< d - 1 by assumption. Since ni- 1 2 ni it follows that pd, Zi(S2*C) < ni for 0 I i < d. 
We next want to prove {C ( pd, Zi(C) I i, 0 I i < d} g %d. So assume for C in 
modil that pd, Zi(C) I i for 0 I i < d, and we want to prove that the augmented 
minimal right X,-approximation X -+ C is an isomorphism. Consider then the com- 
mutative diagram 
PPY P 
“-i-~o-~l -...-K--O 
o-x-P,~P1-* 
] 1 
’ ‘-Pd-1 -52 -*c-o 
J i I 1 /I 
o-c- Zo(C) -Z,(C)-. . *-Zd_ ,(C)- Q-d(C)-0 
111 I 
0 0 0 0 
and 
Y i i 
0-K-K,-K’ 1-O 
I I I 
0 -X-P,-B-O 
I I I o-c-----+ ho- Q-‘(c)-0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
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Since pdA Kj I j - 1 for 1 I j < d, we conclude that pd,, K; = 0. Hence in the 
pullback diagram 
0 0 
I I 
G K; 
I ;I 
o-rI 
- 
1 O 
O-C- IO(C) --+sz-‘(C)-O 
I I 
0 0 
U is projective, so that C ; C is the augmented minimal right X%^,-approximation, and 
hence C is in X*. The rest of the claim is trivial. 0 
Note that Proposition 5.1 gives a description of Q’(mod A) making it apparent that 
the category is closed under extensions. 
Our result specializes to the following result of Martinez [S]. 
Corollary 5.2. Let dom.dim A = k. Then Xd = {C 1 Ii(C) is projective for i < d} for all 
d<k. 0 
We note that Proposition 5.1 cannot be generalized to the algebras where the 
syzygy modules are closed under extensions. For if A is hereditary and hence 
pdZO I 1, and not 1-Gorenstein, then XI is the category of projective modules and 
{C 1 pdZo(C) I l} = mod A. 
We now consider for an algebra A which is k-Gorenstein for all k, the subcategory 
9, = fid(modA) of Xd = Qd(modA) whose objects are of the form Qd(C) for some 
C in mod A. Let $_, = Ged(mod A) be defined similarly. The relationship between Xd 
and Xd is given by the following. 
Proposition 5.3. Let A be k-Gorenstein and d I k. 
(a) An object C in Xd is in 9, if and only if every indecomposable summand of C is 
nonprojective or is a projective module P with idA P 2 d. 
(b) An object C in X-d is in &.-d if and only if every indecomposable summand of C is 
noninjective or is an injective module I with pdA I 2 d. 
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Proof. (a) We already know that Qd(modA) = %d, so it is clear that modules in $Kd 
with no nonzero projective summands are in @.d. Let A be an indecomposable 
A-module with id, A < d, and assume A = !SdC. Then Exti(C, A) N 
Ext!,(Q’-‘C, A) = 0, so that 0 -+ &!‘C + P,(fid-‘C) -+ SZd-‘C + 0 splits. Then 
ad- ’ C is projective and hence QdC = (0) which is a contradiction. In particular, if 
P is indecomposable projective with idA P < d, then P is not in 8d. If idA P 2 d, then 
KdP # 0. By the construction of the augmented minimal right %-d-approximation we 
see that P ‘v !Sd(WdP)IIQ, where Q is projective. By the dual of the above, we have 
pdA(KdP) 2 d, and hence fSd(KdP) # 0. Since P is indecomposable, we must then 
have P ‘v S2d(!ZdP), so that P is in Pd. 
(b) follows from (a) by duality. 0 
Proposition 5.4. Let A be k-Gorenstein and d I k. 
(a) Kd and SZd induce inverse one-one correspondences between the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable objects in fid(mod A) and fimd(rnod A). 
(b) There is an induced correspondence between the isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable projective modules P with id,, P = d and the indecomposable injective modules 
I with pd, I = d. 
Proof. (a) If X is indecomposable in fid(mod A), we have X = SZd(KdX)LIQ. If X is 
not projective, then X N ad(!ZdX). If X is projective, then id, X 2 d by Proposition 
5.3, so that ?ZedX # 0. Since KdX is in $-d, we have pdA Q-dX 2 d by Proposition 
5.3, so that Qd(nmdX) # (0). Hence X = Qd(KdX) in this case also. 
(b) If P is indecomposable projective with id, P = d, then KdP is injective. If I is 
indecomposable injective with pd, 1 = d, then adI is projective. 0 
We give various applications of this correspondence between indecomposable 
projective and indecomposable injective modules. It is an important problem whether 
A being k-Gorenstein for all k or id,, A < cf, is sufficient for A to be Gorenstein. We 
get the following information on this problem as a direct consequence of Proposition 
5.4. 
Corollary 5.5. Let A be k-Gorenstein for all k. 
(a) The number of indecomposable projective modules P with id,, P = 00 is equal to 
the number of indecomposable injective modules I with pdA I = GO .
(b) If id, A < co, then A is Gorenstein. 0 
We also get the following information on the minimal injective resolution of A. 
Corollary 5.6. Let A be k-Gorenstein. 
(a) If I is an indecomposable injective module with pd,l = d I k, then I ( Id(A). 
(b) Zf P is an indecomposable projective module with id, P = d I k, then P 1 Pd(DA). 
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Proof. Since pd,Z = d I k, there is by Proposition 5.4 an indecomposable projective 
module P with I = Qwd(Z’), and hence II Id(A). The second claim follows by 
duality. 0 
For any artin algebra n we have that Xd is contravariantly finite, and we clearly 
have .&, = mod /1, that is, for each C in mod /1 there is an exact sequence 
O-+X,+...-+Xi+X,+C+O with the Xi in %d. When %d is closed under 
extensions, it is automatically resolving, that is, it also contains the projective modules 
and is closed under kernels of epimorphisms [4]. Hence the Ext-injective modules in 
Xd give rise to a cotilting module [2]. As another application of Proposition 5.4 we get 
an explicit description of this cotilting module when n is k-Gorenstein and d s k. 
Proposition 5.1. The cotilting module T associated with Xd for a k-Gorenstein algebra 
A with d I k has as indecomposable summands the indecomposable projective modules 
P with idn P 5 d, and Qdl where I is indecomposable injective with pd,l > d. 
Proof. We need to compute xd n gd where Yd = {C ( idnC 5 d), that is, to find the 
indecomposable objects of %“d with injective dimension at most d. Let I be indecom- 
posable injective. If pd, Z 2 d, then Kd(QdZ) N Z by Proposition 5.4. If Qed(QdZ) 1 I, 
we have id, QdT I d, so that idA QdT = d. If id,, C = d, then KdC is injective and 
C ‘v Qd(KdC). Further clearly the indecomposable projective modules P with 
id, P < d are in Xd n gd, and we are done. q 
We note that for k-Gorenstein algebras the categories gyd = {C 1 idnC I d} and 
JY’~ = (C ) pd, C I d} for d I k also have nice properties. 
Proposition 5.8. Let A be a k-Gorenstein artin algebra. For d I k the categories 
{C I idnC I d} and {C ( pdn C < d} are functoriallyfinite and closed under extensions, 
and hence have almost split sequences. 
Proof. We have seen that g;/d = {C 1 id,C < d} is covariantly finite in mod n since Xd 
is closed under extensions, and gd is clearly closed under extensions. Since nap is also 
k-Gorenstein, we have that {C I pdn C I d} is contravariantly finite. By Proposition 
3.6 {C I pd,, C I d} is also covariantly finite, and hence also {C I id, C 5 d} is con- 
travariantly finite. That both subcategories have almost split sequences follows from 
c51. 0 
When A is k-Gorenstein for all k, it would be interesting to know if {C ( pd, C < a ) 
is contravariantly finite. In view of Proposition 5.8, this is equivalent to ,JI having finite 
finitistic projective dimension. Note that {C lpdn C < cc } is not always contra- 
variantly finite for an artin algebra [7], but we do not know if there is always an 
almost split sequence with any indecomposable nonprojective module in the category 
on the right. 
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We also point out the following result about the finitistic injective dimension which 
applies to algebras which are k-Gorenstein for all k. 
Proposition 5.9. Assume that Xd is closed under extensions for all d 2 0. Then 
fin.id(A) < 01: if and only if there is some integer t with X, = X,+i for all i > 0. 
Proof. Assume first that fin.id(/i) = t < 00. Then Yt = {C 1 id”C 5 t> = gy,+i for all 
i > 0. Since Xd is contravariantly finite and resolving, we have 
Xd = {Cl Exti(C, Yyd) = 0} by [2]. Hence we get Xt^, = Xt*,+i for all i > 0. 
If conversely there is some t with X, = X,+i for all i > 0, then Yt = Yy,+i for all 
i > 0, and consequently fin.id(n) < cc. 0 
For a selfinjective algebra n we have that K* and S2* induce inverse equivalences 
between mod n and mod /1, the category mod A modulo projectives. We have the 
following generalization to k-Gorenstein algebras, containing as a special case the 
correspondence between indecomposable objects induced by Q2* and Q* from Prop- 
osition 5.4. 
Let /1 be k-Gorenstein and d I k. Let f: B + C be a map in Xd and consider an 
induced exact commutative diagram 
O-B --r,(B)- “-~&1(B)- Q-*(B)-0 
III II 
0 -c- I,(c)-I,(c)-~~ "Id- ICC) ---D-*(C)-0 
If by choosing a different lifting of maps between the indecomposable injective 
modules we get an induced map g’ : K*B + Kd C, it is easy to see that g - g’ factors 
through I&i(C). Since C is in Xdr it follows from Proposition 5.1 that 
pd,I*_ i(C) I d - 1. Hence there iS induced a fUnCtOr Q-*: Xd -+ X-d/X,, where 
Xd = {CIpdnC < d}. Iff:B + C factors through an object in Yd = {C) id,, C < d}, 
we see that K*(f) = 0, so that there is induced a functor SZ-*: xd/Yd + X_d/%d. 
Dually we have an induced functor Qd : X-d/X,, -+ XdjYd by using the fixed minimal 
projective resolutions of objects in X_*. 
Similarly we can define functors 52”* : !i!_d/2d + xd/Yd and 6-” : xd/Yd + ?i!_d/%d 
by using other particular injective and projective resolutions of objects in X:d and X-d 
respectively, as follows. 
For A in X:-*, choose C in 9, such that SZ-*C 1 A. Choose a fixed minimal 
augmented 8d-approximation f: 9(I’(C)d) + Z’(C),. This gives rise to an exact se- 
quence O+QdA+Pd_,+... + PI + PO + A -+ 0. By Lemma 2.7 we have that 
idn P,_ 1 < d. Hence we can use the projective resolutions of objects in &:d obtained 
this way to define a functor 52”’ : X_d/2 d + Xd/Yd with E*(A) N Q*(A) for A in X-d. It 
is easy to see that fi* and SZ* are isomorphic functors. Similarly we define a functor 
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aed : Xd/Yd + X_d/Xd which is isomorphic to fimd. Given a map h : B -+ C in Xd, we 
have a commutative diagram 
using that we have right P,-approximations. Taking kernels induces a commutative 
diagram 
+a -d(h) 
@fi-dB-fidQ-dC 
in Xd/Yyd. Here clg and c(c are isomorphisms by Theorem 4.4. It is easy to see that fi”” 
and Qd are isomorphic functors, and hence we have that QdKd is isomorphic to the 
identity functor on Xd/Yd. Similarly fiedfid is isomorphic to the identity on X_d/Xd. 
Hence fiPd: xd/Yd + xmd/zd and ad: x-d/zd + xd/YJd are inverse equivalences of 
categories so that we have proved the following. 
Theorem 5.10. Let A be a k-Gorenstein algebra and assume d I k. Then Ed induces 
a finctor Q2- d : xd/gd + X-d/%d and Bd induces U fUnctor Qd: ?i?_d/f.i?d + Xd/Yd, and 
these functors are inverse equivalences of categories. El 
Note added in proof. We have recently shown that the converse to Corollary 3.8 holds. 
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